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Ryan Drvr: The man behind the sound
Born and based out of Toronto, Canada, Ryan DRVR has always had a passion for and been a part of
the local electronic music scene. After taking a hiatus to grow career and to build a family, he has re 
discovered his passion for the music and the culture. Through his roots as a DJ and the joy of production, 
Ryan brings us a sound that is a darker Progressive House style of the mid-2000’s. Clearly influenced by 
legends like Sasha, Digweed, James Holden, Nick Warren, Quivver and Alex Orion to name a few.

Ryan has come out of the gates with 3 solid EP's that have that darker Progressive House style that will 
be sure to resonate on a deep level. Teaming up with Dave Ohms and Luc Vurdant to bring great 
versatility to these releases. His EP's charted immediately on Soar Records top 10. A clear indication that 
Ryan has found his sound and it is resonating with his Peers.

Morning Riddles EP
Teaming up with world-recognized house music producer Dave OHMS who brought us the amazing melodic 
single 'Outer Limits', which gain MASSIVE international praise. 'Tribesmen' another HUGE release on Natura 
Viva again teaming up with world recognized producers Glenn Morrison, Patrick Kunkel With international 
support by by Nick Warren, B Traits (BBC Radio 1), Guy J, and Paul Oakenfold and positive reviews on 
Progressive Astronaut and Timeless Moments, he continues to establish Dave Ohms' place in the international 
progressive house scene. Ryan DRVR and Dave OHMS put together a gem of an EP!

Blurred Vision EP
Coming off his last excursion with Dave Ohms on the 'Morning Riddles EP'. 'Blurred Vision' has two tracks 'Lens' 
and 'Periphery'. 'Lens' has a tech vibe with an atmospheric hard drum textures combined with cool melody riff. 
On the flip side is 'Periphery' which carries a lighter vibe with an ominous break down and a haunting broken 
beat drop make this an excellent compliment to the release as a whole. More to come from mighty Ryan DRVR.

Reasoned Choice EP
Coming of the RUSH of his last EP Blurred Vision which topped the SOAR RECORDS TOP 10 within a couple 
months of its release. Ryan DRVR has released this dancefloor GEM “Reasoned Choice”. Staying true to his 
sound Ryan has brought this up a notch. With a driving bassline and drum pattern, beautiful melody and chords 
which cradle a haunting vocal. This track will bring you a subtle chill up the spine. Bringing in Luc Vurdant to 
provide a SOLID Techno remix with KILLER drums, epic breakdown and drop. Also teaming up with Dave
Ohms to round out the EP with his melodic Tech House signature. This EP is Ryan's best work. Listen loud, 
listen often.. more to come.


